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1. A method for induction melting a reactive metal charge in order to provide a molten metal pool for producing castings, ingots, and other products, comprising the steps of:
   (a) providing a crucible chamber comprised of a hollow, elongate, cylindrical metal structure having a generally uniform cross section throughout its length, the elongate metal side walls of which are comprised of and made up by at least two elongate metal side wall segments, each such segment being spaced apart from any adjacent segment but all such segments nevertheless being in electrical interconnection by reason of electrical joins at their bases, said crucible chamber being provided with means for cooling its outside surfaces, and at least a portion of said crucible chamber being surrounded by a primary induction coil;
   (b) arranging said crucible chamber in a closed environment evacuated to remove air to a pressure less than 500 microns;
(c) introducing into said crucible chamber a charge comprised of reactive metal in the absence of any intentionally added insulating slag materials such that during the melting of such charge in said crucible chamber no insulating slag layer is formed;

(d) subjecting said metal charge to an alternating current flux induced by an alternating current supplied to said primary induction coil; and

(e) maintaining said alternating current flux, while cooling the outer surfaces of said crucible chamber, to melt the charge and heat the molten pool in said chamber.

4. A method for induction melting of a reactive metal charge in order to provide a molten metal pool for production of parts therefrom, comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a crucible chamber comprised of a hollow, elongate, cylindrical metal structure having a generally uniform cross section throughout its length, the elongate metal side walls of which are comprised of and made up by at least two elongate metal side wall segments, each such segment being spaced apart from any adjacent segment but all such segments nevertheless being in electrical interconnection by reason of electrical joins at their bases, said crucible chamber being provided with means for cooling its outside surfaces, and at least a portion of the length of said crucible being surrounded by a primary induction coil;

(b) arranging said crucible chamber in a closed environment evacuated to remove air to a pressure less than 500 microns;

(c) introducing into said crucible chamber a charge comprised of reactive metal, with the charge being essentially free of insulating slag materials, the composition of such charge of reactive metal remaining essentially slag-free and being such that there is present in said crucible, after induction melting, a pool of molten metal comprised of materials selected from the group consisting of titanium alloy, zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium, tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare-earth metals, thorium, alloys of zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium,
tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare-earth metals and thorium with each other or with other metals, and mixtures thereof;

(d) subjecting said metal charge to an alternating current flux induced by an alternating current supplied to said primary induction coil; and

(e) maintaining said alternating current flux, while cooling the outer surfaces of said crucible chamber, to melt the reactive metal charge and to heat the molten pool in said crucible chamber.
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The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to applicant(s):
METHOD FOR INDUCTION MELTING REACTIVE METALS AND ALLOYS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the induction melting of reactive metals and alloys in water cooled metal crucibles.

As is set forth in G. H. Schippereit, et al, "Cold Crucible Induction Melting of Reactive Metals," Journal of Metals, February 1961, pages 140-143 and in Schippereit's U.S. Patent No. 3,223,519 of December 14, 1965, the art for some time has recognized the theoretical desirability of utilizing induction heating methods for the melting of reactive metals such as titanium, as a replacement for known industrial scale melting processes based up, e.g., consumable electrode arc melting techniques. In induction melting, an electric current is induced into the metal to be melted. Thus, by supplying an alternating current to a primary induction coil, a reverse alternating current is induced into any electrical conductor lying within the magnetic field of the coil and produces heating in the conductor.

In induction melting, a crucible is needed to contain the molten pool which forms from the metallic charge which lies within the magnetic field of the coil. In most induction melting processes, the crucible is formed
of a refractory material such as aluminum oxide. However, reactive metals, including titanium, zirconium, hafnium, molybdenum, chromium, niobium, and other metals and alloys of this type cannot be melted successfully in refractory crucibles. When molten, these metals react with and dissolve the crucibles causing the molten metal to become contaminated. This problem is avoided in a cold-mold arc-melting furnace because the crucible, usually copper, is cooled to avoid temperatures sufficiently high for reaction to occur with the enclosed reactive metal. Copper is preferred for such cold crucibles to provide good thermal and electrical conductivity and thermal shock resistance. However, early attempts to induction melt reactive metals in water-cooled metal crucibles were unsuccessful. In such cases, the primary coil surrounding the crucible induced strong electrical currents in the crucible which led to insufficient power transfer to the metal charge held within the crucible to initiate melting.

In response to these problems, Schippereit proposed a low frequency, coreless induction melting process in which the metal charge is held in a metal crucible which is "segmented", i.e., constructed of metal segments electrically insulated from one another by a non-conductive material (e.g., thin plastic, ceramic). In this way induced currents generated from a surrounding induction coil could not flow in a continuous manner circumferentially around the crucible, thereby minimizing attenuation of the magnetic flux intended for establishing induction currents in, and melting, the charge held by the crucible, and preventing damage to the crucible and/or alloying of crucible metal with charge metal.
A large effort was made to reduce the segmented cold-wall induction melting concept proposed by Schippereit to commercial practice for melting reactive metals including titanium. This work is reported in "Induction Heating Process for Melting Titanium", MLTDR 64-209, July 1964, Contract AF 33(600)-39039. The process was generally unsuccessful and was abandoned.

In U.S. Patent No. 3,775,091 to Clites, et al of November 27, 1973, it was pointed out that the induction process and apparatus of Schippereit, while successful on small scale equipment, could not be scaled up for use in large crucibles. According to Clites, et al, as the metal charge melted in the Schippereit process, molten metal filled the interruptions in the crucible segments, thus shorting the segments together and returning to the undesirable situation where induction currents were established in the crucible.

The solution to this problem as proposed by Clites, et al, was to generally retain the segmented crucible concept but to use a slag or fluxing agent in association with the metal charge in order to produce a self-generating and self renewing insulating material between the crucible segments and provide a liner for the interior crucible surface. In addition to changing the melt process advocated by Schippereit, Clites later modified the crucible design itself. In Clite's later crucible design, the side segments of the crucible were no longer electrically insulated from each other but rather were electrically connected at the base of the crucible. Besides U.S. Patent No. 3,775,091, other descriptions of this "inductoslag" melting or casting process may be found in U.S. Patent No. 4,058,668 and in P. G. Clites et al, "Preparation of Ingots and Shaped Castings by Inductoslag Melting", Proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium on Electroslag and Other Special Melting Technologies, October 16-18, 1974;

While the "inductoslag" melting process developed by Clites has been discussed in the prior art as having at least theoretical applicability to the melting of a variety of reactive metals and their alloys, our work with this system encountered significant problems. First, the use of slag in melting reactive metals has never been commercially accepted due to the concern for property degradation as a result of slag contamination of the metal. Second, melting and casting under the preferred conditions for "inductoslag" processing - i.e., under a partial pressure of argon or helium - did not produce castings of satisfactory quality for commercial purposes. By conducting the process under vacuum we were able to eliminate the casting quality shortcomings of the inert gas system. However, operation under vacuum introduced new problems not previously encountered or mentioned in the literature. Specifically, the slag underwent vaporization from the melt under the vacuum levels needed to produce quality castings. The vaporization formed extensive deposits throughout the melt furnace, and these deposits severely contaminated the vacuum system, including the vacuum pumps. Under certain conditions these deposits reacted with the molten metal and caused extensive gas porosity in castings. Under all conditions, the vaporization of slag extracted heat from the molten metal bath and significantly reduced the amount of metal that could be poured from the crucible into the casting mold.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present invention to provide a method for melting reactive metals by means of induction heating.

According to the present invention it was surprisingly found that melting of reactive metals could be accomplished by means of an induction melting process using a segmented conductive metal crucible constructed according to the teaching of Clites, et al, in a nonreactive atmosphere, by completely eliminating the deliberate use of slag from the process. Notwithstanding the teachings of the prior art, it was found that elimination of the slag under these conditions did not lead to shorting together of the separated crucible segments to a degree which would significantly adversely affect the efficiency of the induction melting process.

The present invention provides a method for induction melting a reactive metal charge in order to provide a molten metal pool for producing castings, ingots, and other products, comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a crucible chamber comprised of a hollow, elongate, cylindrical metal structure having a generally uniform cross section throughout its length, the elongate metal side walls of which are comprised of and made up by at least two elongate metal side wall segments, each such segment being spaced apart from any adjacent segment but all such segments nevertheless being in electrical interconnection by reason of electrical joins at their bases, said crucible chamber being provided with means for cooling its outside surfaces, and at least a portion of said crucible chamber being surrounded by a primary induction coil;

(b) arranging said crucible chamber in a closed environment evacuated to remove air to a pressure less than 500 microns;

(c) introducing into said crucible chamber a charge comprised of reactive metal in the absence of any intentionally added insulating slag materials such that during the melting of such charge in said crucible chamber no insulating slag layer is formed;

(d) subjecting said metal charge to an alternating
current flux induced by an alternating current supplied to said primary induction coil; and

(e) maintaining said alternating current flux, while cooling the outer surfaces of said crucible chamber, to melt the charge and heat the molten pool in said chamber.

The present invention also provides a method for induction melting of a reactive metal charge in order to provide a molten metal pool for production of parts therefrom, comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a crucible chamber comprised of a hollow, elongate, cylindrical metal structure having a generally uniform cross section throughout its length, the elongate metal side walls of which are comprised of and made up by at least two elongate metal side wall segments, each such segment being spaced apart from any adjacent segment but all such segments nevertheless being in electrical interconnection by reason of electrical joins at their bases, said crucible chamber being provided with means for cooling its outside surfaces, and at least a portion of the length of said crucible being surrounded by a primary induction coil;

(b) arranging said crucible chamber in a closed environment evacuated to remove air to a pressure less than 500 microns;

(c) introducing into said crucible chamber a charge comprised of reactive metal, with the charge being essentially free of insulating slag materials, the composition of such charge of reactive metal remaining essentially slag-free and being such that there is present in said crucible, after induction melting, a pool of molten metal comprised of materials selected from the group consisting of titanium alloy, zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium, tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare-earth metals, thorium, alloys of zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium, tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare-earth metals and thorium with each other or with other metals, and mixtures thereof;

(d) subjecting said metal charge to an alternating current flux induced by an alternating current supplied to said primary induction coil; and

(e) maintaining said alternating current flux, while
cooling the outer surfaces of said crucible chamber, to melt the reactive metal charge and to heat the molten pool in said crucible chamber.

The molten pool of metal formed may be used to produce a variety of useful products, and most preferably a product selected from the group consisting of castings, ingots, powders, foils, flakes, fibers, crystals and granular material.

This process differs from previous art in this area in several respects. The process differs from the Schippereit work in that the crucible construction is varied. Thus, the wall segments of the crucible in the present invention are not electrically insulated from each other as in the Schippereit work but rather are joined together in a common base. The process differs from the Clites process in that no insulating slag is used or needed to prevent attenuation of the power in the crucible.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a longitudinal cross sectional view of a crucible useful in the present invention for the melting of reactive metals.

Figure 2 is a cross section taken along B-B of Figure 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The crucible chamber utilized in the present invention may be of the general type known in the art (see, e.g., Clites, et al, U.S. Patent No. 3,775,091 and 4,058,668). A crucible of the type described in U.S. Patent No. 4,058,668 is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The chamber is constructed in cylindrical hollow form from metal material having high heat conductivity, such as copper. Upstanding side wall (1) is formed by a circular row of upstanding concentric tube pairs, each pair consisting of an inner tube (3) which is open at both its upper (4) and lower (5) ends and an outer tube (6) which has an open lower end (7) and a closed upper end (8). The upper end (4) of the inner tube terminates below the closed end of the outer tube (8) so that cooling water in one of the tubes can flow freely into the other tube. The outer tubes (6) are affixed in a base member (9) which serves to support the wall segments and electrically connect each outer tube (6). Each outer tube (6) is separated from the adjacent outer tube by a nonconducting, higher temperature refractory or similar high temperature insulating product (10) which runs from the top of the crucible to the base. Cooling water is flowed through the inner tube (3) and out the outer tube (6). A manifold (11) is used to deliver and return the cooling water to the crucible.

The crucible is surrounded by a work coil (12) which in turn is connected to a suitable power source (not shown). The work coil and crucible may be further
surrounded by a cooling jacket (not shown) and/or cooling fluid (e.g., water) may be flowed through the work coil. The work coil (12) will generally be made of copper tubing.

In operation the crucible is completely enclosed in an airtight chamber having provision for evacuation of air down to 500 microns pressure or lower. The chamber will be designed to permit melting, charging, and pouring of metal to be performed from outside the airtight chamber.

In the process of the invention, the crucible is arranged in the airtight chamber, the chamber is evacuated to below 500 microns pressure, and the cooling water circulation about the crucible started. Depending upon the final use of the metal, the chamber may be left under vacuum or backfilled with an inert gas to a pressure under one atmosphere. Reactive metal in any suitable physical form and proportions which were not charged to the crucible prior to initial evacuation of the chamber are added through a suitable feed mechanism, and power supplied to the work coil. No insulating slag material is caused to be present in the crucible during the melting process, although certain minor impurities may of course be introduced via the charges of metal. Heating by means of the work coil proceeds to establish a molten pool of metal. Additional metal may be charged intermittently. Metal may be held in the molten conditions to obtain better uniformity, to dissolve unwanted impurities, or for similar reasons once a molten pool is obtained.

After the melting practice is completed, the molten metal available may be used to make products such as ingots, castings, powders, foils, flakes, fibers, crystals, and granular materials.

The following working examples serve to illustrate the process of the invention.
EXAMPLE 1

A crucible 8" in diameter by 8" in height constructed similarly to the crucible defined in Figures 1 and 2 was placed inside a working coil inside an airtight chamber. Twenty pounds of a titanium alloy, Titanium-6 Aluminum-4 Vanadium, was charged to the crucible in the form of 2" by 2" bars. The chamber was subsequently pumped down to a pressure of 38 microns and power applied to the coil. After 16 minutes at a power input of 260 KW a melt was formed. This melt was held for 5 minutes at which time the metal was poured from the crucible into an investment mold. The pressure in the melt chamber at pouring was 47 microns.

EXAMPLE 2

The same crucible described in Example 1 was placed inside a working coil inside an airtight chamber. Twenty-six pounds of titanium, 12 pounds of an aluminum-columbium master alloy, 3 pounds of a vanadium-aluminum master alloy, and 3 pounds of a molybdenum-aluminum master alloy were added to the crucible. The chamber was then pumped down to below 50 microns pressure, followed by a backfill with argon gas to a pressure of 132 torr. Initially 120 KW of power was applied to the coil. Power was gradually increased to 300 KW. Thirteen minutes after power was applied to the coil, a complete melt was obtained. At this point, two pounds of aluminum were added and the melt held for an additional 5 minutes. After this period, power was shut off to the coil and the melt permitted to solidify in the crucible.

The process of the present invention is, as noted, suitable for induction melting and subsequent casting of a variety of reactive metals. These metals include titanium, zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium, tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare earth metals and thorium, as well as alloys of these metals with other metals, in
which alloys the reactive metal constitutes a sufficiently significant portion thereof so as to have the capability, absent use of the process of the present invention, of leading to earlier-noted problems in the induction melting process by reason of inherent reactivity.

A key feature of the inventive process is elimination of need for utilization of insulating slag material during the induction melting process, thereby eliminating from the process materials which might contaminate the molten metal pool and which would preclude operation of the process under conditions of air evacuation required to produce quality metal castings, ingots, powders, etc. As earlier noted, the metals or alloys charged to the melting process may contain inherent impurities depending on the source thereof, but these impurities are by no means required to be present in order for the process to function and, indeed, would desirably not be present at all. Accordingly, when reference is made to the process herein being conducted in the "absence of insulating slag materials", such language is intended to exclude the presence of deliberately-added slag (i.e., for the believed-functional purpose of the prior art), but is not intended to exclude from the process the utilization of metal charges which may inherently contain, as impurities, inorganic slag-like materials.

Another important feature of the present invention is the utilization of a metal crucible for holding of the charge during the melting process, rather than use of a crucible made of refractory material. In this way, there is eliminated the pronounced tendency of the reactive metals to dissolve and become contaminated by refractory material. As noted, however, the metal crucible permissibly may contain refractory or other insulating material as filling for the slits used to separate the metal segments forming the crucible above the base member.
where the "segments" are deliberately electrically connected. Hence, reference herein to a "metal" crucible is intended to convey the fact that the essential inner working surface of the crucible is made of conductive metal (preferably copper) notwithstanding the fact the non-conductive, insulating material may also be present in the minor amounts used for filling of the longitudinal separating slits between metal segments.

Yet another important feature of the invention is the substantial evacuation of air during the melting process, attained by evacuation of air from the airtight chamber in which the crucible is enclosed for the melting process (down to at least about 500 microns of pressure), followed, optionally, by "replacement" of the vacuum (i.e., back-filling of the chamber) with an inert gas.

The particular amount of power supplied to the work coil surrounding the crucible is not critical per se, being simply that sufficient to induce in the metal charge, held by the crucible, an induced current effective to achieve complete melting of the charge. Thus, the particular quantity of power supplied will be dependent upon the metals to be melted, the type induction coil, and other like considerations.

The foregoing description is provided for purposes of explaining to those of skill in the art the essential features of the invention and particular illustrative materials and conditions for use therein. Obviously, the particular details provided may be varied as needed for particular melting processes and other variations and embodiments may be arrived at without departing from the spirit of the invention, the scope of which is defined by the appended claims.
The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. A method for induction melting a reactive metal charge in order to provide a molten metal pool for producing castings, ingots, and other products, comprising the steps of:
   (a) providing a crucible chamber comprised of a hollow, elongate, cylindrical metal structure having a generally uniform cross section throughout its length, the elongate metal side walls of which are comprised of and made up by at least two elongate metal side wall segments, each such segment being spaced apart from any adjacent segment but all such segments nevertheless being in electrical interconnection by reason of electrical joins at their bases, said crucible chamber being provided with means for cooling its outside surfaces, and at least a portion of said crucible chamber being surrounded by a primary induction coil;
   (b) arranging said crucible chamber in a closed environment evacuated to remove air to a pressure less than 500 microns;
   (c) introducing into said crucible chamber a charge comprised of reactive metal in the absence of any intentionally added insulating slag materials such that during the melting of such charge in said crucible chamber no insulating slag layer is formed;
   (d) subjecting said metal charge to an alternating current flux induced by an alternating current supplied to said primary induction coil; and
   (e) maintaining said alternating current flux, while cooling the outer surfaces of said crucible chamber, to melt the charge and heat the molten pool in said chamber.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein said reactive metal charge consists of a titanium alloy.

3. A method according to claim 1 wherein said reactive metal charge comprises a metal selected from the group consisting of zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium, tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare-earth metals, thorium, and alloys thereof.

4. A method for induction melting of a reactive metal charge in order to provide a molten metal pool for production of parts therefrom, comprising the steps of:
(a) providing a crucible chamber comprised of a hollow, elongate, cylindrical metal structure having a generally uniform cross section throughout its length, the elongate metal side walls of which are comprised of and made up by at least two elongate metal side wall segments, each such segment being spaced apart from any adjacent segment but all such segments nevertheless being in electrical interconnection by reason of electrical joins at their bases, said crucible chamber being provided with means for cooling its outside surfaces, and at least a portion of the length of said crucible being surrounded by a primary induction coil;

(b) arranging said crucible chamber in a closed environment evacuated to remove air to a pressure less than 500 microns;

(c) introducing into said crucible chamber a charge comprised of reactive metal, with the charge being essentially free of insulating slag materials, the composition of such charge of reactive metal remaining essentially slag-free and being such that there is present in said crucible, after induction melting, a pool of molten metal comprised of materials selected from the group consisting of titanium alloy, zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium, tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare-earth metals, thorium, alloys of zirconium, hafnium, chromium, niobium, tantalum, molybdenum, uranium, rare-earth metals and thorium with each other or with other metals, and mixtures thereof;

(d) subjecting said metal charge to an alternating current flux induced by an alternating current supplied to said primary induction coil; and

(e) maintaining said alternating current flux, while cooling the outer surfaces of said crucible chamber, to melt the reactive metal charge and to heat the molten pool in said crucible chamber.

5. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 4 wherein, prior to the subjecting of said metal charge to said alternating current flux, said vacuum is replaced with an inert gas atmosphere selected from the group of gases consisting of argon, helium, neon, and krypton.

6. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein
said products made from said molten pool are selected from the group consisting of ingots, castings, powders, foils, flakes, fibers, crystals, and granular materials.

7. A method according to claim 4 wherein said charge consists of a titanium alloy.

8. A method according to claim 1 substantially as herein described with reference to either one of the examples.

9. A method according to claim 4 substantially as herein described with reference to either one of the examples.

10. A method according to claim 1 substantially as herein described according to the accompanying drawings.

11. A method according to claim 4 substantially as herein described according to the accompanying drawings.
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